THE  WORLD  OF  SCIENCE
Suppose we have walls papered with a regular
pattern of say roses fuchsias and green leaves
These represent the different kinds of atoms in
the solid Careful observation shows that the
whole pattern is shimmering The flowers and
leaves are not stationary b it are undergoing
slight random oscillations about their proper
positions In a crystal these movements are
called thermal vibrations and are never absent
The hotter the crystal, the more the vibration
and at a high enough temperature the vibrations
become so great that the atoms get right out of
position and the pattern disappears altogether
le the crystal melts Thermal vibrations are
esoential to the theory of solids and are res
ponsible for numerous physical properties
Nest we note something extraordinary about
some of the papered walls On these the paper
has been hung in irregular patches fitted together
hke a not very well made jig saw puzzle Lines o
roses which should be vertical are horizontal in
some patches oblique to others This represents
the situation in most ordinary sohds for they
consist of many small pieces of crystal irregularly
packed together Such material is called volv
crystalline and uhe small pieces are crystal grams
Orjstal grams may oe almost any size sometimes
visible to he naked eye <is often on galvanised
iron
However on one wall we see excellent regularity
and no obvious patches at all Jhe physicist
would call this a siiwle crystal and several tech
niQues exist for preparing them Natural single
crystals can be found and there are some
beautiful large single crystals of rock salt But on
examining the single crystal wall closely we find
a< number of places where the paperhanger has
failed to make adjacent pieces register perfectly—
there is a slight disjointedness This occurs in
real single crystals and the line alone which
the structure fails to register is called a dislocation
These are much studied by physicists because of
their bearing on the mechanical properties of
sohds on the yielding of metals under strong
stress for instance
This by no means exhausts the possibilities of
the wallpaper analogy several other phenomena
can be found For example m a place where
there should be a fuchsia there is actually a
daffodil—something completely foreign to the
pattern Or perhaps a small wrongly shaped leaf
is jammed between the proper leaves in a place
that should really be blank. These represent
chemical impurity atoms The first is called
substitiAwnal because it occupies the position of
an atom that should be there the second Is called
vnt?r*titwl because it does not Substitutional
impurities of indium metal, deliberately added to
the semi conductor silicon make possible the
manufacture of transistors (see Section L) Some
steels derive their valuable properties from inter
stitial carbon atoms within the iron pattern
What physicists call a vacancy would occur if a
flower or leaf were simply missing Bemembering
that all the atoms are vibrating we should not be
surprised if occasionally an atom jumps into a
neighbouring vacancy if there happens to be one,
s e the atom and the vacancy change places
Later this may occur again In the course of
time a rose which was near the ceiling may make
its way to the floor by jumping into vacant rose
positions when they occur near enough This
process which the physicist calls diffusion is also
analogous to the game in which numbers or
letters can be moved about m a flat box because
there is one vacant space to permit adjustment
The more vacancies there are in a crystal the
faster diffusion occurs It is in fact very slow
id solids but is nevertheless evidence that ap
parently quiescent materials are really internally
active
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driwing the molecules close together to form a i
liquid    This proce s is called condensation
The molecules in a liquid are packed tightly to
gether and they impede each others movements
On the other hand movement still persists and
the molecules struggle ahout like people in a null
ing crowd Besides wandering about the mole
cules vibrate These motions represent the energy
contained in the liquid
The fact that the molecules though irregularlv
packed can still slip past one another and move
from place to place explains the essential property
of liquids that distinguishes them from solids—
ability to flow As a, matter of fact although the
rather vague assertion that m a liquid molecules
are irregularly packed would be generally accepted
there is no agreed opinion on what the irregularity
is actually like Indeed not only the precise
structure of liquids but the theory of liquids to
general is fraught with such considerable mathe
matical difficulties that the liquid state is much
less well understood than the solid or gaseous
Most solids are crystals The popular idea of a
crystal is of something which has a more or less
regular geometrical form with faces that glint to
the li^ht—like snowflakes or gems However
erystallinity reallv depends on a regular inner
pattern of the atoms and may or may not show
itbelf on the visible surface A lump of lead
for example ib crystalline though it may not
look it
The actual arrangement of he atoms m a
crystal can be extremely complex Some are
Quite simple however The largest model of a
crystal structure must surely be the 400 ft
Atomium building in the 1958 Brussels
Exhibition. This consisted of eight balls
representing atoms situated at the corners of a
cube and one more ball exactly la the middle
Imagine this repeated m all directions so that
every ball is the centre of a cube whose corners
are the eight neighbouring balls This is known
to crystallographera and physicists as the body
centred cubic structure it is the actual arrange
ment of atoms in iron sodium chromium and
some other metals If every ball instead of
bemK the centre of a cube were the centre of a
regular tetrahedron (a solid figure with four equal
triangular faces) and had its four neighbours
at the corners of the tetrahedron then we should
have the diamond structure This la how the
carbon atoms are arranged in diamonds
In crystals the atoms are locked into a regular
ordered structure by attractive forces which give
the solid its rigidity and prevent it from flowing
The atoms are so close together that any attempt
to press them closer involves crushing' or distorting
the atoms—a process they resist strongly This
explains why sohds (and liquids too) are so
difficult to compress Gasea can easily be com
pressed because there ib so much space between
the molecules
rbe distinction between solid and liquid ib not
bo sharp as is commonly supposed A lump of
dough will not bounce but is plastic a steel
ball bearing is very elastic and bounces excellently
but one cannot mould it m the fingers Neither
dough nor steel qualifies for description as a
liquid There are however substances which
can be moulded lite plasticine into a ball that
will then bounce very well on the floor hke an
elastic solid and finally if left on a. flat table
will spread into a pool and drip off the edge like
a liquid There is no point in trying to force
such things mto rigid categones One may say
instead that for short sharp impacts the material
behaves like an elastic solid but under long
sustained forces it flows like a liquid The
properties of these and many other anomalous
materials are increasingly engaging the attention
of those who study the science of flow—theology
It is interesting to see how many familiar and
important materials exhibit peculiar rheologica]
behaviour—paint dough ball pen ink cheese
unset cement and solutions of nylon and other
plastics are only a few examples
Metals, Electricity and Heat
Inside a Crystalline Solid.
We now return to our wallpaper analoiry 01
crystal structure and give some free play to our
visual imagination.
There is ample evidence that inside metals
there are large numbers of free electrons To
illuminate this statement let us take sodium metal
as an example One single sodium atom has a
nucleus with eleven protons there are therefore
eleven electrons in the atom The outermost one
is easily detached, leaving a positively charged
sodium ion behind We may think of these ions

